“Water Point” Water for Rural Population
IFEED Technology developed by Ernst Hauseder, Austria
I.

November 2013 Report By Ernst Hauseder – Austria, the IFEED Pioneer
in Water Supply and Water Purification in Rural Communities

1. Herbert, my partner in Uganda, returned to Austria due to the difficult situation there. Despite
this, we are working out a project in South Sudan, cleaning water of the river Nile in a quantity
of about 60,000 L/day for the city of Malakal. Soon it should be decided whether the council
accepts our offer or not. We are very optimistic, as we do everything to adjust the project to the
local possibilities.
2. In Nigeria we will make a re-launch of the water filter with my partner, Clement, who is well
connected with responsible people for rural development in the state of Osun in Nigeria. This
should be serious people who really have the mind of doing something for the people (instead
for their own pocket). Also we offer my own machine and also the more extended system as in
Malakal. Additionally we will offer equipment for play grounds to create recreation areas for the
families.
3. Meanwhile I constructed a deep well water pump, again for
manual or electrical use and an additional feature is that the
water can pumped beyond the level of the pump, i.e. in a
reservoir so that irrigation would be easier. It is still a prototype,
but the first testing was promising.

II.

Additional information from Ernst Hauseder, December 25, 2013

Concerning South Sudan - it's truly very sad. There are big words at the funeral of Nelson
Mandela but no realization in South Sudan. I was hoping this would serve as a catalyzer to
Africa; it seems this relates more to the future at best.
My partner had planned to go there yesterday via Uganda and bring two machines and prepare
the bigger project, however it is not possible to realize it under this circumstances.
At the moment we can’t say of course how we can realize our plans.

It looks better in Nigeria. There we could connect to the political leadership in one district
where they have obviously a good leadership. Over the next few months it will turn out
whether we can implement our ideas.
Maybe also interesting for you is one thing which we also promote there as the environment is
very suitable for this. It is equipment to produce electric energy with small devises from 0.5 to
160 kWh. You just need a 1-2 meter slope in a river. It is therefore easy for fish to pass the
power plant. It is also ideally for a decentralized supply, and for the IEF program.
You may see details of this on the website: http://zotloeterer.com/welcome/
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